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INTRODUCTION

In this paper we study some bifurcation
p-Laplacian operator

phenomena associated with the

d,u=div(IVuIP-2VU),

P’

1

under Dirichlet boundary conditions. Let Q be a bounded domain
with boundary (352of class C*va. We consider the problem

(B)

--d,~=~(~l~-~u+f(x,u,~z)

in Sz
on 852,

11= 0

where f: Q x 88x R 3 i% satisfies a Carathiodory
variables and

condition

by the FONDECYT,

226
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(1.2)

a.e. with respect to x and uniformly
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(1.1)

in the first two

f(x,s,n)=o(blp-‘)
near s= 0, uniformly
A on bounded sets.

in RN
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By a solution of (B) we understand a pair (A, U) E [wx Wip(Q)
(1.1) in the weak sense, i.e., such that

satisfying

J‘ldIVUl~-2VU.VU=~~(1.1u/P-2u+f(cu,~))u.
for all

UE IYip(

(1.3)

We note that the pair (A, 0) is a solution of (B) for every 1 E II% Pairs of
this form will be designated as the trivial solutions of (B). We say that
P= (x,0) is a bifurcation point of (B) if in any neighborhood
of P
in iR x IV$p(Q) there exists a nontrivial solution of (B).
Henceforth, the function f in (1.1) will be assumed to satisfy the growth
restriction
(G)

There is a 1 <q -=cp*, such that

uniformly a.e. with respect to x and uniformly
bounded sets. Here
p*=

NPIN-

P

+cO

if
if

with respect to il on

p<N
p>N.

A rather standard compactness argument is used in Proposition 2.1 of
the next section to show that a necessary condition for (x,0) to be a
bifurcation point of (1.1) is that 2 be an eigenvalue of the problem
(E,)
Let I,(p)
variationally

-A,u=l
JuJp-‘u
u=o

in Sz
on %2.

denote the first eigenvalue of (E,). We recall that I,(p)
characterized as

(1.5)
can be

Recently, some papers extending to a general p many of the main properties of the first eigenvalue of the usual Laplacian and its proper subspace
have appeared. See, for instance, de Thelin [6], Barles [3], Bhattarcharya
[4], and Anane [l]. In this last reference it is shown that I,(p) is an
isolated eigenvalue of (E,). This fact will be important in the proof, which
we will carry out in Section 2, of our
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THEOREM 1.1. The pair (h(p),O)
is a bifurcation point of (B).
Moreover, there is a component of the set of nontrivial solution of (B) in
Rx Wip(Q) whose closure contains (A,(p), 0) and is either unbounded or
contains a pair (x, 0) for some A, eigenvalue of (E,) with x # A,(p).

This result is well known in the case p = 2 [see Rabinowitz, lo]. A key
ingredient to extend the classical result to our situation is an “index
formula” which is proved via a suitable homotopic deformation from a
general p > 1 to p = 2 (see Proposition 2.2 below). We thus extend to the
PDE case a result which was first derived in [7] in connection with the
one-dimensional p-Laplacian.
In Section 3 we apply Theorem 1.1 to show existence of nontrivial
solutions in a boundary value problem involving the p-Laplacian.
In Section 4 we restrict ourselves to the radial situation. Thus we let Q
be the unit ball in RN and we deal with problem (B) where now we impose
radial symmetry on j For this Sz, the eigenvalues of (E,), relative to the
class of radial functions, are isolated and can be ordered as an increasing
unbounded sequence. We show that bifurcation occurs from each of these
eigenvalues and we extend the result of Theorem 1.1 to the corresponding
branches. We apply these results to obtain existence of multiple nontrivial
solutions for a boundary value problem under radial symmetry.
In [S] for the case N= 1, Guedda and Veron performed a rather complete study of problem (B) for f dependent only on u and satisfying some
further growth and symmetry restrictions. Their method, however, seems to
extend neither to higher dimensions nor to the nonautonomous case.
We end this section by establishing some notation conventions which
will be used in this paper. Thus, for p > 1 we set p’ = p/(p - l), q,(s) =
IsIP--2s, wkp = w$p(m),

LP = LP(Q),

I(ullp = IIUII.,(,, = (SQIz41P)“p,

and we let 11Ilo denote the sup norm.
Also, for a measurable set A c [w”, we denote its measure by 1AJ.

ll~lll,p- lI4v~,,(,)=cjQ

Iwp)“p>

2. BIFURCATION

FROM THE FIRST EIGENVALUE

We begin this section with some preliminary remarks concerning the
auxiliary problem
-A,u=h
in D
W)
(2.1)
u=o
on as2.
It is well known that problem (AP) possesses a unique weak solution for
each hE W-l,p’, i.e., the problem of finding a UE W$P such that

5salVulp-2Vu.Vv=

(h, v)

(2.2)
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for all uE Wip is uniquely solvable. In (2.2), ( , ) denotes the duality
pairing between Wip and W-lsp’. It is also known that the solution of this
problem is characterized as the unique element of W$* minimizing
the
coercive strictly convex functional J,: Wkp --) [w given by
J,(v) =$ ja lVulp - (h, u).

Let us denote by R,(h) the unique weak solution of (AP). Then
W-‘VP’_,
W;P
is a continuous operator. Also, since W$* embeds
compactly into L’ for each r E (1, p*) it follows that the restriction of R,
to L” is a completely continuous operator. Moreover, R, transforms weak
convergence in L” into strong convergence in Wip.
Now, let us reformulate problem (B). Clearly the pair (A, U) is a solution
of this problem if and only if (A, U) satisfies

R,:

u = R,(~cp,W + f-(1, u)).

(2.4)

In (2.4), F(1, .) denotes the usual Nemitsky operator associated with f:
From condition (G), the right hand side of (2.4) defines a completely
continuous operator from Wip into itself.
Next, let us suppose that (A, 0) is a bifurcation point of problem (B). We
want to show that x is an eigenvalue of (E,). Since (A, 0) is a bifurcation
point there is a sequence {(A,, u,J} ,“= i of nontrivial solutions of problem
(B) such that il,, + 2 in 58 and U, + 0 in Wip. Also, since (A,, u,) satisfies
(2.4) we have
V-5)

where fin = ~Jll~,Il
We claim that

I,p.

F&z,

4

~

o

in Lq’,

(2.6)

II%ll!,;l

where q is chosen such that condition (G) is satisfied, i.e., q<p*,
without loss of generality, such that p <q. We first note that

and,

(2.7)
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Thus from (2.7) and Holder’s inequality, we find that to prove the claim it
suffices to find a real number r > 1 and a constant C > 0 so that
F(L

I

U”)

4’

cpp(%J

~

o

in

L’

I

and
II I~,@,)l”‘II

L’, G c

(2.9)

for all n E N. To find this r, let us fix E> 0 and choose positive numbers
6 = 6(&) and M = M(6) such that for every x E 52 and n E N, the following
relations hold:
for

1.~1< 6

(2.10)

for

JsJ2 6.

(2.11)

and

If(& s, AJI G M b14- l

Let r be a real number greater than 1. Then from (2.10) and (2.11) we
obtain

GE 1521
+MY’Ja (uJfr(q--p),
From this inequality
satisfied if

and since u, + 0 in Wip

we have that (2.8) is
(2.12)

q’r(q - PI < p**

On the other hand, from the boundedness of ti, in Lp* we see that (2.9)
is satisfied if
q’r’(p - 1) < p*.

(2.13)

Clearly, obtaining an r satisfying (2.12) and (2.13) is equivalent
obtaining an r such that

d(q-PP)<~<P*-(P--l)q’
P*

r

P*

.

to

(2.14)

But this is always possible since q < p *. A fixed r satisfying (2.14) will
also satisfy (2.8) and (2.9), hence the claim.
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Now, from (2.5), (2.6), q< p*, and the compactness of R,, we can
assume, passing to a subsequence if necessary, that ii, --) li in W$p. Taking
limits as n + co in (2.5) we find that
(2.15)

ti = R&,(ti)).

Since ti # 0, (2.15) implies that ,i is an eigenvalue of (E,). We formalize this
last result in the following
2.1. Zf (2, 0) is a bifurcation point of problem (B) then x is
an eigenvalue of (E,).
PROPOSITION

Our main goal in the rest of this section is to prove Theorem 1.1. We
start by quoting a result of Anane. In [l] he proved that A,(p) is an
isolated eigenvalue of (E,); i.e., if we let
A,(p) = inf{l > I,(p)
then UP)

(2.16)

11 is an eigenvalue of (E,)}

< MP).

Next we observe that, by definition, there is no eigenvalue of (E,) less
than l,(p), thus for 1 c I,(p) or I,(p) < 1 c A,(p) the equation
(2.17)

admits only the trivial solution u=O. If we now define the completely
continuous operator Ti: W,$J’+ Wip by
(2.18)

T;(u) = R,(G,W),
it is clear that for A in the above range, the Leray-Schauder
deg,k,(Z-

degree

T$ B(0, r), 0)

is well defined for any r >O. In the next proposition we evaluate this
degree. This value will be fundamental in the proof of Theorem 1.1.
PROPOSITION

deg,ir(Z-

2.2.

Let r > 0, p > 1, and 1 E F& Then
T-& B(0, r), 0) =

1

_ 1

if

n<&(D)

if

4(P)<~<UP).

This result is well known for p = 2 and it is contained in [7] for a
general j > 1 and N = 1. The proof of Proposition 2.2 will be based on a
homotopic deformation to p = 2 and will use some lemmas which we state
and prove next.
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LEMMA 2.1.

Proof

The first

1, : (1, 0~)) + R is continuous.

eigenvalue function

From the variational
I,(p)=sup{l>O(A

characterization
Ilull;<

of A,(p) it follows that

IlVull;, for all UECF(Q)}.

(2.19)

Let {p,},“, , be a sequence in (1, co) convergent to p > 1. We will show
that
(2.20)

lim nl(Pj)=nl(P).
J--t,=

To do this, let UE C:(Q).

On applying the Dominated

Then, from (2.19)

Convergence Theorem we find

IR lVulP>lim i-toosup AI
Relation

(2.21), the fact that u is arbitrary,

sR

IuIP.

(2.21)

and (2.19) yield

lim SUP n,(pj) <A,(p).

(2.22)

i - 00

Thus, to prove (2.20) it suffices to show that
(2.23)

Let {pk}pz 1 be a subsequence of {pi}: , such that lim,, o. A,(p,) =
lim inf,, m AI(
Let us fix E>O so that p--E>0
and for each O<E<E, Wipe’ is compactly embedded into L P+E. For kE N, let us choose QE WiPk such that

IR lVu/J Plr= 1

(2.24)

and
(2.25)
For 0 < E< E, (2.24) and Holder’s

inequality

imply that
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This shows that {uk}km_ i is a bounded sequence in WipPC. Passing to a
subsequence if necessary, we can assume that uk -u in W:p-E and hence
that uk -+ u in LP+‘. Clearly u E L* and is independent of E. Moreover,
/Iukllpk + Ilull,.
We note that (2.24) and (2.25) imply that

C4(Pk)l”pk lIu/cllpk= 1

(2.27)

for all ke N. Thus letting k go to co in (2.27) we find
li/mm_fA,(p,)
On

(2.28)

Ilull;=l.

the other hand, since uk - ZJin W1,P--E, from (2.26) we obtain that
IIVUJ/~-~ Glim inf I(VU~II~-~ < lQ1”‘p.
k-m

Now, letting E+ O+ and applying Fatou’s Lemma we find
(2.29)

IIWI, G 1.

Hence u E Wlgp. We claim that actually ME W:P. Indeed, we know that
u E WiP-’
for each 0 <E < E. For 4 E C,“(lRN) it is easy to see that

Ii ,I
n ug

G IIW-8

II&M)~,

i = 1, ,,.) N.

Then, letting E+ O+ we obtain that

II /I

R u 2, G IIWI, 11411,~.

Since 4 is arbitrary, from Proposition IX-18 of [S] we find that ME W$P,
as desired.
Finally, combining (2.28) and (2.29) we obtain that u # 0 and

This and the variational characterization of I,(p) imply (2.23) and hence
(2.20). This concludes the proof of the lemma. m
In the next lemma we study the joint continuity
respect to p and h.
LEMMA
2.2. Let
R: [p,, +co)xLq’+L
tinuous.

of the operator RP with

pO > 1 and 1 < q < p$.
Then the operator
q defined by R(p, h)= R,(h)
is completely con-
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Proof: We show first the compactness of R. Thus let {(p,, IQ},“=, be
a bounded sequence in [pO, co) x L 4’. We will show that u,, E R(p,, h,) has
a convergent subsequence in Lq. We- have that u,, n E N, satisfies

for some C > 0 independent

on n. Since p,, > pO, we obtain that
sR

IVu,l P0< C’

for some C’ > 0 independent on n. Hence {u,} ,“= I is a bounded sequence
in WiP” and since q< p$, it possesses a convergent subsequence in Lq,
hence R is compact.
Next we show the continuity of R. Let h, + h in Lq’, pn + p in [po, 00).
Let U, z R(p,, h,), n E N, and u = R(p, h). We have to prove that U, + u in
Lq. Since R is compact we only have to show that any accumulation point
of the sequence { u,,}FI 1 is equal to U. Thus let { uk}km_ r be a subsequence
of {un}~= 1 converging to v in Lq.
We recall that u is characterized as the unique element of Wip satisfying
(2.30)
for every ZE W$P. We will show that u E WiP and satisfies (2.30) for every
ZE Wip and hence v=u.
We have that
(2.31)
Let c>O and ko~N such that .l<p--~<p~
inequality implies that

for all k>kO.

Holder’s

(2.32)
and hence the sequence { IIVU~~~~-~}~=~ is bounded in WkpMe. Passing to
a subsequence if necessary we can assume that uk - v in Wipe’ and thus
(2.33)

GLOBAL
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co in (2.31), (2.33) and using (2.32) we obtain

Taking the limit as E+ O+ in (2.34) and applying Fatou’s Lemma we find
that IVul E Lp and that
(2.35)
for every z E C,“(Q). Clearly, by density, (2.35) is also valid for all z E Wip.
It remains to show that v E W ,$” . This follows directly from UE Wlpp-‘,
for all E>O, [Vul E Lp, and the use of Proposition IX-18 of [S] as in
Lemma 2.1. This concludes the proof of the lemma.
1
In the following lemma we give a modified version of Anane’s result,
1,(p) < J,(p), in a form suitable to our purpose. This is done by following
his proof in [ 1 ] and using our previous lemmas.
LEMMA
2.3. For every interval [a, b] c (1, + CD) there is a b > 0 such
that for all p E [a, b] there is no eigenualue of (E,) in (I,(p), I,(p) + S].

Pro05
Suppose that the assertion of the lemma is not true. Then
there are sequences {pn)z’l
in (1, +co), (&}z=,
in lR+, and {un},“=r
such that lim,,,
Pn = p~(l, +co),
Al > Jl(P,)V
f;m w~p\w
n- @n-~d~n))=O~
and

un = qJ”IPp,(%)),

nEN.

(2.36)

We note that, from Lemma 2.1, 1, + n,(p). Let us choose E> 0 such that
lcp-EE<++E(~~-a)*
and call po=p-&,
q=p+e.
Also assume
is
a
bounded
sequence
in
Lq’.
Hence from
bnllq = 1. Then {~p,,(~n>>~~l
Lemma 2.2 we can assume u, + u in Lq and correspondingly rp,(u,) +
(P@(U) in Lq’. Taking limits as n -+ cc in (2.36) and using Lemma 2.2 we
obtain

that is, u is an eigenfunction associated to n,(p).
Now, it is known that UE C’*“(@ and u is one-signed in S, say positive
in a. On the other hand, if we call 52; = {x E Sz1u,(x) < 0}, Proposition 2
of Cl] implies that

lQ,l2C

(2.38)
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for some positive C independent of n. Since u, + u in Lq, it is easily seen
that (2.38) implies that u must change its sign in Sz, which is impossible.
This contradiction completes the proof. 1
We conclude the preliminaries to the proof of Proposition
abstract Leray-Schauder degree property.

2.2 with an

LEMMA
2.4. Let X, Y be Banach spaces with respective norms I/ [Ix and
1)1)y. Assume that Y c X and that the inclusion i: Y + X is continuous.
Let R,, Sz y be open bounded sets in X and Y, respectively, both containing
0, and T: X -+ Y a completely continuous operator such that

x-TxfO

for every

XE X,

x # 0.

(2.39)

Then

deg,(l-

io T, R,, 0) = deg,(Z-

To i, Q,, 0).

(2.40)

Proof.
From (2.39) and the continuity of the inclusion Y c X, without
loss of generality we can assume G y c Sz,. Let E> 0. It is well known that
we can find a finite dimensional vector space E, c Y and a completely continuous operator T, : X + Y whose range is included in E, and such that

sup 1)T,x - Tx(l y < E.
XES?X

(2.41)

From (2.39) and (2.41) we observe that, choosing E small enough,
x-

The definition
yields

T,x#O

of the Leray-Schauder

if

XED,\Q..

(2.42)

degree [see, for example, 111, then
(2.43)

and

deg,(~-T~i,~.,O)=deg,((Z-T,)l,~,~,nEE,,O),

(2.44)

for E small. On the other hand, (2.42) implies

deg,(U-

TAIE,, QxnE,\Qyn&

O)=O.

The additivity and excision properties of the degree imply that the right
hand sides of (2.43) and (2.44) coincide, thus (2.40) follows. 1
Proof of Proposition

2.2.

Suppose that A,(p) < I < A,(p). The continuity
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of J,(p) and Lemma 2.3 imply the existence of a continuous function
v: (1, co) --) Iw such that I,(p) < v(p) c A,(p) for every p > 1 and v(p) = A.
The result will follow by showing that the integer-valued function
d(p) z deg,kp(Z-

(2.45)

Tie”, B(0, Y), 0)

is locally constant in (1, co) and hence constant. Recall that d(2) = - 1.
Let p0 > 1 and choose E > 0 such that 1 < p,, - E< p0 + E< (p,, - E)*. Let
us take PE [po-E, pO + E] and set q= pO + E. It is easy to see that the
operator S, : Lq + Wk p defined by S,(u) = R,(v(p)) q,(u)) is completely
continuous. Also we have that T;(P) = S, 0 i where i: Wip -+ Lq is the usual
inclusion. Hence, from Lemma 2.4 with T= S,, X = Lq, Y = W$ p, we
obtain
d(p) =deg,,(Z-

for

io S,, A, 0)

PE [p,,-E,

po+c].

(2.46)

Here n is any open bounded set in Lq containing 0. Now, it is easily
verified that the operator cp: [pO - F, pO + E] x Lq + Lq’ defined by
cp(p, U) = q,(u) is continuous and maps bounded sets into bounded sets.
These facts, the continuity of v(p), and Lemma 2.2 allow the conclusion
that the homotopy
[po-E,p,+E]XLq-,Lq
(z4 u) t+ R,(v(p)

cp,(u)) = (ioS,)(u)

is completely continuous. The invariance of the Leray-Schauder degree
under a compact homotopy and (2.46) then yield d(p)=constunt
for
p E [pO - E, p,, + E]. Thus d(p) is locally constant and hence constant on
(1, co). In particular, d(p) = d(2) = - 1, as desired.
The same proof applies if ,J < A,(p); however, a simpler argument can be
used in this case. Clearly the degree deg,;i(ZR,(slp,( .)), B(0, r), 0) is
well defined for s E [0, 1 J. Hence, from the invariance of the degree under
homotopies, this degree equals 1, its value at s=O. 1
Proof of Theorem 1.1. Let us set

H,(u) = ~,(~~,(4 + F(A ~1).
Suppose that (l,(p), 0) is not a bifurcation point of problem (B). Then
there exist E> 0, 6,, > 0 such that for )A- A,(p)1 GE and 6 < a0 there is no
nontrivial solution of the equation
u-H,(u)=0
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with II4 I,p = 6. From the invariance
homotopy we obtain that
deg,ip(Z-

Hi,, B(0, 6), 0) 5 consfant,

of the degree under a compact

for A.EC&(P)-5

&(P)+EI.
(2.47)

By taking E smaller if necessary, we can assume that there is no eigenvalue
of (E,) in (A,(p), I,(p) + E]. Fix now 1 E (A,(p), J.,(p) + E]. It is easy to see
that if we choose 6 sufficiently small then the equation
u - R,(lq(u)

+ sF(Iz, u)) = 0

has no solution u with JIu(Il,p = 6 for every s E [0, 11. Indeed, assuming the
contrary and reasoning as in the proof of Proposition 2.1, we would find
that A is an eigenvalue of (E,). From the invariance of the degree under
homotopies and Proposition 2.2 we then obtain
deg,tP(ZSimilarly,

HA, B(0, d), 0) =deg,iP(Z-

for I E [A,(p) - E, I,(p))
deg,iP(Z-

Ti, B(0, h), 0) = - 1.

(2.48)

we find that
HA, B(O,6), 0) = 1.

(2.49)

Relations (2.48) and (2.49) contradict (2.47) and hence (I,(p), 0) is a
bifurcation point of problem (B).
The rest of the proof is entirely similar to that of the Rabinowitz Global
Bifurcation Theorem [see lo], so we omit it here. 1

3. AN EXISTENCE RESULT
In this section we will apply Theorem 1.1 to prove an existence result for
the nonlinear problem

P)

-A,u=g(u)
u=o

in Q
on aa,

(3.1)

where g: Iw--* R is continuous and g(0) = 0. We note that u = 0 is a trivial
solution of problem (D).
In the next theorem we will be concerned with existence of nontrivial
solutions to this problem.
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THEOREM 3.1. Assume that g(s)/cp,(s)
g(s)
d=lim
-<<i(p)<liminfs-to cppw

is bounded and

g(s)
I4 -t a q,(s)

(3.2)

Then problem (D) possesses at least one nontrivial solution u E C’,“(8)
does not vanish in Q.

which

The proof of this theorem will use some properties, which we discuss
next, of the component predicted by Theorem 1.1 for a bifurcation problem
associated with (D). Thus let us assume that g satisfies the hypotheses of
Theorem 3.1, then from (3.2) we can write g as
g(s) = &P,(s) + f(s)9
where d < 2,(p) and f(s) = o(lslp-‘)
bifurcation problem

(B,)

(3.3)

near s= 0. Now let us consider the
in 52
on ai-2.

-~,u=~~,(4+f(u)
u=o

(3.4)

From Theorem 1.1, we know that there is a component Y c R x Wip of
the set of nontrivial solutions of (B,) such that its closure 9 contains
(n,(p), 0) and is either unbounded or contains a point (x,0) where
,! > L,(p) is an eigenvalue of ( Ep).
In the following lemmas we study some further properties of the component Y from which Theorem 3.1 will follow immediately. Let us set
9=
LEMMA

3.1.

(~~C’~~(~)~v(x)fO,

forall

~~52).

We have
9c%~{(I,(p),o)}u(!F4x8)

and 9 is unbounded in R x W k p.

of f(s)/cp,(s)
and

Proof:
We first observe that the boundedness
Lemma 1 of Cl] imply that any (A, u) E R x Wi p solution of (B I ) is such
that u E C’,‘(B).
Hence Y c C’~‘(0). We claim now that there is a
neighborhood
JV of (n,(p), 0) in Rx Wip such that YnN
c Rx S.
Otherwise, there would exist a sequence {(A,, u,)}~= 1 of nontrivial solutions of (B,) such that (A,,, u,) + (I,(p), 0) in Rx W:p and u, changes
sign in Sz, for each n E N. Since A, + f(u,)/p,(u,)
is uniformly bounded in
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0, it follows that p = 1 is an eigenvalue, different from the first eigenvalue,
of the problem
inQ

-d,u=p(L,,+$$)qJu)

on

u=o

asz.

Proposition 2 of [ 1 ] then implies the existence of a C > 0, independent
n, such that
I{~EQIU,(X)<O}I

2c

for all

n E N.

(3.5)

on
(3.6)

On the other hand, a compactness argument shows that tin z u,/IJu,(I ,,p
converges to some ti in W:p\{O},
and this li is an eigenfunction associated
to A,(p) in (E,). Thus tin C1*a(@ and does not vanish in Q, say lib0
in Q.
After a simple measure argument, it follows that (3.6) is not compatible
with the fact that ii,, + & in Wkp, and the claim follows.
Suppose now the assertion of the lemma is not true. Then 9 leaves % at
some point (2, U) # (A,(p), 0). Necessarily 11# 0, for otherwise x would be
an eigenvalue of (E,) different to I,(p) and an argument similar to the one
just employed would lead to a contradiction.
A continuity argument shows that (1, U) weakly satisfies
-A,U=(~+~)rpJC)

inQ

ii=0

on

(3.7)

asz.

Thus ii E C’*‘(Q) and does not change sign in s2, say U 2 0 in Q.
Lemma 1 of [ 1] then yields ii > 0 on 52. An argument similar to that
employed in the first part of this proof implies that we cannot approximate
(A, U) by elements of Y from without V. This contradicts the definition of
(1, ii) and proves the first part of the lemma. That Y is unbounded is an
immediate consequence of Theorem 1.1. 1
LEMMA

3.2.

There is a C > 0 such that (1, u) E Y implies J. < C.

Proof: Denote fi = supse R If(s)/p,(s)l
and let (A, U)E 9. Then, from
Lemma 3.1, u > 0 on !Z. This implies that p = 1 is the first eigenvalue of the
problem

-A,u

= Am(x) + A) 4~)
u=o

in 52
on iX2.

(3.8)
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Here, m(x) = f(u(x))/cp,(u(x)).
It follows from the variational
tion of the first eigenvalue that

<inf{/

a

IVVI~(VEW$~,J

R

characteriza-

lulp=l}+%

=Il,(p)+rn.
We obtain the result by defining C= A,(p) + 6r. 1
3.3. There exists an M> 0 such that for every 1 E [A, co) we
have that (2, u)ESP impIies ll~ll,,~ GM.
LEMMA

Proof:
Suppose not; then there exist sequences (1, l,“= 1 in [A, C] and
(u,}~=, in W:p such that (A,, u,) E 9, A, + 1, and 11~~11
l,p + co. Here C
is as in the last lemma.
Now, defining 6, = uJ[uJ ,,p and calling on the definition of R, we have
~2,= R,

+p,(li,)

f(%J
qo,b")

+ -

Here for simplicity f also denotes the corresponding Nemitsky operator.
Now, since the argument of R, in (3.9) is bounded in Lp’, we can assume
that 6 -+ li in W$J’. Also, from the boundedness of g(s)/cp,(s), we obtain
that t”he sequence (f(u,)/cp,(u,)},"= 1 is uniformly bounded and hence
f(u,)lcp,(~,)-,h~L"~ weakly in any L’, r > 1. Taking limits in (3.9) we
obtain
- A,ii = (1, + h(x)) q,(C)

li=o

in Sz
on

asz

(3.10)

and thus tin C1*b(@. From Lemma 3.1 we can assume u, >O in Sz, ne N.
A similar argument works if u, < 0 in 52, n E N.
Since ti, + ti a.e. in 9, it follows that li > 0 in 52. But ti f 0, hence from
Lemma 1 of Cl] we must have li > 0 in 52. Now let us take 1 such that
I,(p)<X<lim
inf,,,, +m g(s)/cp,(s). We claim that haIa.e. in Q.
Otherwise, there is a set A c 9 with [A( > 0 such that h(x) < ,I- 4, for all
XEA. Using the facts that ti, + ti, li>O, and Egorov’s theorem, we obtain
the existence of a set fi c8 with IQ\@ < (Al such that u,(x) + + co
uniformly on d. Then the inequality f(u,)/rp(u,)<
1-4 holds in b for
n > no and so h 2 I- J a.e. in d. Hence, we obtain the contradiction (A 1<
lQ\s”l( < IAl, which proves our claim.
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Thus, we have that I,+h>A,+
x-A> i,(p) a.e. in s2. On the other
hand, f > 0 satisfies (3.10) and thus pi = 1 is the first eigenvalue of the
problem
-A,0

= AA, + h(x)) cpp(u)
u=o

Thus from the variational

which is a contradiction.
Proof
bounded.
at some
does not

in D

(3.11)

on 8Jz.

characterization

of pL1it directly follows that

Hence the lemma follows.

1

of Theorem 3.1. Lemma 3.3 shows that Yn [A, 00)x W:* is
Since 9’ is unbounded and connected it must cross the axis A = 12
point (A, u). Furthermore from Lemma 1 of [l], ue C’,a(fi) and
vanish in 52. Thus g is a nontrivial solution of (3.1). 1

4.

THE

RADIAL

CASE

In this section we consider the bifurcation problem (B) in the presence
of radial symmetry.
Henceforth Q will denote the unit ball in RN. We will consider the
problem

09

-A,u = h,(u) + f(l-4, u, A)
u=o

in Sz
on aa,

(4.1)

where f: [0, l] x Rx IR + R is continuous and f(r, s, A) = o(lsl*-‘)
near
s = 0, uniformly for (r, 1) on bounded subsets of [0, 1] x R.
We are interested in classical radial solutions of (B), that is, in pairs
(A, U) with U(X) = ~(1x1) and u E C’[O, l] satisfying the ODE.
= rN(8’) u’(0)
-(r N-= 0,‘cp,(u’))’u(l)=O.

VP,(~)

+ f(r, u, A)),

rE(O, 1) (4.2)

The results of this section will rest upon some properties of the solutions
of the radial eigenvalue problem for -A,, , that is of the problem
N- ‘cp,(u’))’ = prN- lcpp(u),
u(l)=O.

(&J u’(0)
-@ = 0,

We begin by the following proposition

rE(O, 1)

(4.3)
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PROPOSITION 4.1. The set of scalars u such that (E,,) admits a nontrivial
solution consistsof an unbounded increasing sequence

O<P,(P)<P*(P)<

.** <P/c(P)<

... *

Moreover, the set of solutions of (8,) for p = pLk(p) is the one-dimensional
spacespannedby a solution dk of (E,) with exactly k - 1 zeros in (0, 1), all
of them simple. Furthermore, pk as a function of p E (1, + co ) is continuous
for each ke N.

Basically, this result is known [see 2, Theorem 4.11. For convenience of
the reader we sketch a proof in the Appendix, different from that in [2].
Remark. Regularity implies that all the radial eigenfunctions of --A,
are of class C’(Q). From this fact it can be shown that they satisfy the
ODE (4.3). Also, from [6], we have that pI(p)=A,(p).

The following
symmetry.

result extends Theorem 1.1 to the situation

of radial

THEOREM 4.1. For each k E N there is a component Yk c K! x C[O, l] of
the set of nontrivial solutions of (8’) whose closure gk contains (Qp), 0).
Moreover, Y;: is unbounded in [wx C[O, 11, and (A, v) E L+$implies that v
possesses
exactly k - 1 zeros in (0, 1).

Before proving Theorem 4.1 we need some preliminary facts. First, we
observe that for a given h E C[O, 1 ] the unique solution of
-d,u=h(JxJ)

u=o

in Q
on

(4.4)

a52

is of class C’ and radial. This follows from the fact that the radial version
of (4.4), i.e.,
-(#“‘-I cp,(v’))’ = rN- ‘h(r),
rE(O, 1)
(4.4)’
v’(0) = 0,
v(l)=0
has a unique solution, namely,
v(r)=

-fi

cpP,(&JbiT”‘h(r)dr)

ds

(4.5)

and hence u(x) = v( 1x1) is the solution of (4.4).
Denote by i?(p, h) the unique solution of (4.4)‘. From its integral
representation (4.5) and the Ascoli-A&la
Theorem, we find that R
defines a continuous operator from (1, 00) x C[O, l] into C’[O, 1) and a
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completely continuous operator from [pO, co) x C[O, l] into C[O, 11, for
each p,, > 1.
Let k(~) <PAP) < ... be the sequence of eigenvalues of (g,). We can
easily obtain the following analogue to Proposition 2.2.
PROPOSITION
4.2. If A is not an eigenualue of (Ep), r > 0, p > 1, and we
set T;(u) = R(p, Aqpp(u)), then

degcco,ll(Z- Tj, WI r), 0) =

1

if ~<A(P)

(-Uk

if

(4.6)

~k(i%<A<~k+l(P)*

Proof. Assume first that p&j) < 3,< pk+ i(p). Since for jE bJ, pj(p) is a
continuous function of p, we can find a continuous function v : (1, co ) + [w
with pk(p) <v(p) cpk+,(p)
and v(p)=l.
The invariance
of the
Leray-Schauder degree under compact homotopies yields
d(p) E deg,cO,,,(Z-

Ticp), B(0, r), 0) = constant

for p E (1, cc ), In particular d(p) = d(2) = ( - 1)” and the result follows.
The case A < &(p) is analogous. 1
Proof of Theorem 4.1. As in Theorem 1.1, following Rabinowitz [lo],
we obtain the existence of a component Yk t [wx C[O, l] whose closure pk
contains (&(p), 0) and is either unbounded or contains a point (pj(p), 0)
for some j # k.
Let us prove first that (1, u) E 9, implies that u possesses exactly k - 1
zeros in (0, l), all of them simple. We claim that there is a neighborhood
k” of (Z&(p), 0) such that for every (A, U)E Nn Sk, u has the above
property. Otherwise there would be sequences 1, + pk(p), u, 4 0 in
C[O, l] with (A,, u,) E yk and u, not having k - 1 zeros. Using the compactness of i? we can assume that the sequence ( fi, ),“= i, 6, = u,/IIu,II,, -+ r?
in C[O, 11, where v^is an eigenfunction associated with l,(p). But 6 has
exactly k - 1 zeros, all of them simple. It follows that u, must have the
same property for large n which is a contradiction. This proves our claim.
Now suppose that there is a (2, 6) E pk, x # kk(p) that can be
approximated by elements (A, u) E Sk with u having exactly k - 1 zeros in
(0, 1) and by elements (A, u) E 9, without this property. We have that 3 # 0.
In fact if this were not so we would have x = pj(p), some j # k. This, the
fact that an eigenfunction associated with pj(p) has exactly (j - 1) simple
zeros in (0, l), and an argument similar to the one just employed would
lead to a contradiction. Hence V # 0, and also (1, 6) E Sk.
From Lemma 5.1 in the Appendix, 6 can have only simple zeros in
[0, 11. Hence, there is a neighborhood of 0 in C[O, 1 ] such that every
element in this neighborhood intersected with 9, has the same number of
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zeros, contrary to the definition of V. Therefore, each element (2, u) of Sk
is such that u has exactly k - 1 zeros. Also Pk is unbounded, since it cannot
contain a point (pj(p), 0) with j # k. This completes the proof. 1
In the rest of this section wewill apply Theorem (4.1) to the problem
in 52
on X&

cm - A,uu=o= g(u)

(4.7)

with g : R --t R continuous and g(0) = 0.
The following result extends Theorem 3.1.
THEOREM

4.2. Assume
(4.8)

and that for some natural numbers k, n with k <n

. -T?(S) < pk(p) <p,(p)
% q?,(s)

< lim inf -g(s)
ISI+ a pp(s)’

(4.9)

Then (4.7) possessesat least n-k + 1 nontrivial radial solutions. More
precisely, for each k < j G n, there is a radial solution of problem (B) with
exactly j- 1 nodes in 8.

The idea of the proof of Theorem 4.2 is similar to that of Theorem 3.1.
We will need the following Sturm Comparison Lemma whose proof we
defer to the Appendix.
LEMMA 4.1. Let a, bE L”(0, 1) with a < b a.e. on (0, 1). Assume that
u, VE C’[O, l]\(O),
u’(0) = u’(O) =0, rn-‘~Ju’),
and rN-lcpp(u’) are
absolutely continuousfunctions on [O, l] and respectively satisfy

(r N- ‘fp,(u’))’ + r “-‘a(r)

cp,(u)=O

(r “- ‘fpJv’)) + r N-1b(r) cp,(o) = 0

a.e. on (0, 1)

(4.10)

a.e. on (0, 1).

(4.11)

Then:

(i) If u has a zero in (0, 1) then v does too. The first zero of u is then
less than or equal to the first zero of u.
(ii) If (rO,rl)c CO,11, u(rd=u(r,)=O,
u(r)#O, rE(r,,,r,),
and
a < b in some subset of (rO, rl ) of positive measure, then v has at least one
zero in (rO, rl).
Proof of Theorem 4.2.

Clearly g(s) can be written as g(s) = &(s) + f(s)
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where J = lim, _ ,, g(s)/cp,(s) and f(s) = 0( (s(p- ‘) near s = 0. Consider the
bifurcation problem
-(,.N--l cp,(u’))’ = rN- ‘(JJP,W + f(r)),
u’(0) = 0,
u(l)=O.

rE(O, 1)

(4.12)

Let k < j < n, and S, be the component of the set of nontrivial solutions of
(4.12) predicted by Theorem 4.1.
Let (1, u)ES~ and C=pj(p)+
SUP,,~ Ig(s)/cp,(s)l. We claim that A< C.
To prove this claim, we first observe that the pair (1, u) satisfies
- (rN--l cp,W)’ = b(r) rN- ‘go,(u),
u’(0) = 0,

rE ((41)

u(l)=O,

(4.13)

where b(r) = 2.+ g(u(r))/q,(u(r)).
Suppose 13> C. Then b(r) > pj(p),
r E (0, 1). It follows from Lemma 4.1, parts (i) and (ii), that u has at least
j zeros is (0, 1). From Theorem 4.1 this is impossible, hence J. < C.
Next we claim that if I E [I, C] then there is an M> 0 such that
(2, u) E Sj implies (IuIJO< M. Otherwise, reasoning in a similar way to the
proof of Lemma 3.3, we obtain the existence of a sequence (on};= i in
C[O, 11, u, having exactly j- 1 simple zeros in (0, 1) and IIu,,IIO= 1,
convergent in C[O, l] to a u satisfying the equation
-(,.N--l cp,(u’))’ = r N-lh(r)
u’(0) = 0,

cp,(u),
u(l)=O,

rE (0, 1)

(4.14)

where h E L”(0, 1) and h > ~~ui(
p) a.e. on (0, 1). Lemma 4.2, then implies
that u has at least j simple zeros in (0, 1) and hence the same is true for u,
with n sufliciently large. This contradiction shows the claim.
From these considerations and reasoning as in Theorem 3.1 we find that
Sj must cross the axis A = A. Thus the result of the theorem follows. 1
5. APPENDIX

In this Appendix we will prove some results used in Section 4. We begin
with a preliminary lemma.
LEMMA 5.1. Let a~ L”(0, LX) and UEC’[O, cr]
absolutely continuous on [0, l] satisfying

(r “-‘cp,(u’))’

+ r”-‘a(r)
u(rd = 0,

for some r0 E [0, IX]. Then u = 0.

q,(u) =0
u’( rO) = 0.

with

rN-‘rp,(u’)

ae. in (0, a)
(5.1)
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Clearly u satisfies the integral equation
z”-‘a(z)

cp,(u(z)) do) ds.

(5.2)

From (5.2) and assuming first r0 E (0, a) it follows that

lU(~)l
sup
rE[rO-&ro+6]

if

rE(rO-6,r0+6)

and hence u E 0 on (rO - 6, r,, + 6) for 6 suhiciently small. A standard
argument then shows that actually u = 0 on (0, a). The cases r. = 0 and
r. = CI are treated similarly.
1
Proof of Lemma 4.1. (i) Assume that u does have a zero in (0, 1) and
let t, be the first zero of u. Suppose that v has no zeros on (0, t,). We will
show that in this case v must vanish at I,. Define w,(r) = r”-‘cp,((u’/u)(r)),
wb(r) = rN--l cp,((v’lv)(r)),

for r E (0, fl).

It is easy to verify that w, and wb respectively satisfy
~~+(p-l)~~~,‘~~,~jl,_,,+r”~la(r)=O
rl~,~~j:-~)+rN~l~(r)=O

wb+(P-1)

a.e. on (0, tr)

(5.3)

a.e. on (0, tl).

(5.4)

Also, from Lemma 5.1 and since u’(0) = 0 = v’(O), it follows
w,(O) = 0 = ~~(0). Subtracting (5.4) from (5.3) we obtain
(w, - w,)’ + m(r)(w, - wb) 2 0

that
(5.5)

a.e. on (0, tr), where

m(r)=*/: co,,(w&9 + ;by:; wd(r) ds.
>
Since (w, - wb)(0) = 0, (5.5) easily yields
(w, - w&)

20

for all

r E (0, tl).

(5.7)

Since w,(r)--,
--03 as r+ t;, from (5.7) we obtain that w,,(r) -+ -cc as
r --) t;. Hence v(t,) = 0 and the result follows.
(ii) Assume that v has no zeros in (ro, rl), and define w,, wb on
(ro, rl) as in (i). We will show that wa= wb on (ro, rl). This, (5.3), and
(5.4) will in turn imply that a = b a.e. on (ro, rI ) which is a contradiction.
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Let FE (rO, rl). Assume first that (w, - wb)(?) < 0. Since w,, wb satisfy the
differential inequality (5.5) a.e. on (rO, rl), we obtain that
for

(w, - wb)(r) G 0

r E (ro, i).

(5.8)

Now from u(r,J = 0, we have that w,(r) + + cc as r + rl. This, and (5.8
imply that wb(r) + + cc as r + O+ and then u(rO) = 0.
On the other hand, the definitions of w, and wb and (5.8) imply that

w,(r)
m(r)8pcp,,
( y~-l>=P:(r)

(5.9

for all rE (rO, 7) and where m(r) is given by (5.6). Multiplying
inequality (5.5) by lu(r)l” and on using (5.9) we find that
a.e. on (ro, 7).

(5.10)

yields that Iulp (w,- wb)(r) +O

as r + r,+, and

(lulP (wa-%))‘20
A direct verification
hence from (5.10)

the

(5.11)

on (ro, 7).

(w, - wd(r) > 0

Relations (5.8) and (5.11) then imply that w, = wb on (r,,, r”).
A symmetric argument on (F, rl) shows that if we originally had supposed (w,- wb)(T”)>O, then w, = wb on (?, rl). Combining these facts we
obtain that, in either case, w, = wb on (ro, rl) as desired. This concludes the
proof. 1
Next we will briefly study existence, uniqueness,
oscillation of the solution to the initial value problem

-(TN--l cp,(u’))’ = rN- ‘vp(u),
u(0) = 1,

extendibility,

and

r > 0.

(5.12)

u’(0) = 0.

After doing this we will prove Proposition 4.1. Existence of a local solution
of the problem can be established by writing (5.12) as the equivalent
integral equation
u(r) = 1 -Ji

‘pp, (&

j’ z”-‘cp,(u(r))
0

&) ds 3 A,(u)(s).

(5.13)

For 6 > 0 the operator A,: C[O, S] + C[O, S] satisfies

IIA,Wll C[O,S]G dP’ II41c[o,a]+ CT
for some C> 0. Schauder’s Fixed Point

Theorem

then implies

(5.14)
that, for
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6 < 1, (5.13) possesses a solution in C[O, S] and hence (5.12) has a local
solution. Now, let us show uniqueness of this local solution. Let ur, u2 be
two local solutions of (5.12) and note that
lim & JS ?I
s+os 0

i= 1,2.

cp,(u,(t)) dt =;,

Then since qp,, is C’ near l/N we obtain from (5.13) the existence of k > 0
such that
/u,(r)

- u2(r)I <k fi sp’--l

lu,(s) - u2(s)l ds

(5.15)

for r > 0 sufficiently small. Relation (5.15) clearly implies that u1 = a2 near
r = 0. Thus we have shown existence and uniqueness of a local solution to
(5.12).
We note that similar arguments show that for every r. > 0, a, BE 0%the
IVP problem

-(rN--l cp,(u’))’ = rNelvp(U)
4ro) = 0,
u’(ro) = P

(5.16)

has a unique local solution.
On the other hand, via Holder’s inequality one can show that a solution
u to problem (5.12) defined on [O, a) satisfies the Gronwall’s inequality

h’(r)lP+ b(r)lP<K

(

1+I: (Id(s)

lu(s)[p)ds),

(5.17)

r E CO, a),

for some constant K dependent on a. From (5.17)

f; (Id(s)

lu(s)lP)ds<eK’,

r E [O, a).

(5.18)

Relation (5.18) and a standard argument imply that the local solution of
(5.12) can be extended to [O, +co).
Hence, we have the validity of the following lemma
LEMMA

5.2. The ZVP (5.12) has a unique solution d(r) defined on

lx, a).

Next we will show that the solution of (5.12) is oscillatory.
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LEMMA
5.3. 4, the solution of (5.12), is oscillatory;
r > 0, there is a z > r such that d(z) = 0.

that is, given any

Proof.
We use an idea of Hartman’s [9]. Suppose 4 is not oscillatory;
that is for some r,>O 4 does not vanish on [r,, 00). Define
w(r) = rNp’qp

4’(r)
( >’
4(r)

rE Cr,, 00).

Then w satisfies
w’+(pIntegrating

1) rlp.~j(~~I)+rNel=O,

on Cr,, ~0).

(5.19)

(5.19) from r0 to t > r0 we get
(5.20)

In particular,

we see that
[w(t)1 = -w(t)

> CtN

(5.21)

for some C > 0 and t large. Define
(5.22)

From (5.21) and (5.22) we obtain that
k(t)2aP’+N

for t large and some c”> 0.

(5.23)

On the other hand from (5.20)
(P- l)k(t)G

lw(t)l

or
(p- l)“‘k(t)P’<
The latter inequality

t(P’--)+-l)k’(t),

for t large.

implies
1

1

~t(p’--l)(N--l)-l--(p’-l)(N-l)-l

for some A > 0 and t, s large with t < s. Letting
noting that k(s) + + co, we find
k(t)<A

I/(p’-

l)f-

1-

l/(p’-

(5.24)

s -+ + co in (5.24) and
1).

(5.25)
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However (5.23) and (5.25) are not compatible.
that 4 must be oscillatory.
1
With these preliminaries

This contradiction

we are now ready to prove Proposition

shows
4.1.

Proof of Proposition 4.1. Let 0 <v,(p) -K v*(p) < ... <V&J) < ... be
the zeros of b(r), the solution of (5.12). Lemma 5.1 implies that these zeros
are simple. Lemma 5.3 tells us that V&I) --t + cc as k -+ co. Next define
pk(p) 3 (v&))~. Clearly A =&J)
is an eigenvalue of (E,,), with dk(r) =
&v,Jp)r), r E [0, 11, being a corresponding eigenfunction with k - 1 zeros
in (0, 1). We claim that there are no eigenvalues of (8,) other than these
Pk’S.
Let ,u be an eigenvalue of (Ep): Clearly p > 0. Let u(r) be a nontrivial
solution of (g,) for il =p. The uniqueness of the solution of (5.12) then
implies that u(r) = u(0) #(A”+). Moreover, since u(l)=0
we have that
Iz = v,&)~ for some k E N, and u = u(0) bk.
Finally, since 4 satisfies the integral equations (5.13) we have that 4 is
continuous in p in the sense of uniform convergence on bounded intervals.
This and the fact that the zeros of 4 are simple imply that the vk’s and
hence the pk’s define continuous functions of p. This completes the
proof. 1
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